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Abitract: Have been led lheorrtical rtudier and reseach
wor*r on the mstching of the intercsvitory epplicaton
ryitem with the sorne of rediofrequency (Rtr) cunrtrc
The requirementu for the cr€ition of the rpplicrton
ryslem bott iroleted rnd not imhted fmn the
rurrounding tinue lnd the method to put under control
the nodificetionr of the compler phrntomr permittivity
have been developed. Thir nethod ir bsr€d on the
mearurrment of the compler input conductivity in the
corlirl fine prrtly fi||ed witå phmton
INTRODUCTION

One of the more investigated and extensivly known
from the scientific literature phenomenons influencing

tequences range where the rave's lenght in the phantom
can be considered much longer against linear dimensions
ofthe port ofcoaxial line /2, filkd ry phantom. It is kno$n
from the scientific r€ports that the difference of the input
cuductivity of such line filled with the imitabr fF and

input conörtivity of the air filled coaxial line Ix
presented by equation:
a'Y

= ate"Col2+

to the depth of some centimetres.
Thus, using the available data about the dielectrical
properties of biological tissues has been developed the
method to match the input impedance of the intercavitory
applicators with the output impedance of the strong RF
energy source. The investigation were carried out using
recently developed imitators of the tissue (phantom) on the
base of NaCl solution and gelatine in distilled water. The
electromagnetic and heat fields were studied as well.

METI{OD

The creation, reasonable selection of the biological
tissues phantom and development of the method
measurement their parameters for the study purposes of
local hyperthermia effects and thermo-therapy represent an

actual theoretical and practical task

in the realm of

€'=l* h ,"- 4
efolz'
crtol2
Proceeding from the given measurements techniques
and monitoring adjustments å the muscle fibres phantom
was create4 which represents the chemical solution NaCl
in distilled water with addition of the feed gelatine. For the

frequency 27.12 MHz is applied the solution: distilled
water H2O 89.5olo, pharmacy NaCl 0.5oÄ, feed gelatine
l0%. The conductivity and permittivity of such phantom

are known from tzl. The authors I2l suggested

measurement simplicrty and the simplicity of the analytic
å from the parameters of the line at the

the

phantom medium on the basis of aluminium powder. But
aluminium powger inlluences
only medium
permittivity, but also conductivity, Such solution doesn't
convine much when choosing the needed dielectrical
phantom parameters. It has been proved that the NaCl
concentration has to do with the conductivity while the

not

gelatine inlluences phantom permittivity. Therefore in

newly proposed phantom the monitoring

of

the

conductivity and permittivity for choosen frequeces are
much easily achieved. For the development of matching
techniques the system of two different diameter cylinder
applicators had been investigated. As a mathematical
model was used two wire line partly merged into the

cultural medium with losses (phantom). The input
impedance of zuch line would be computed according to
the formula
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For the measruement of frequencies dependance of the

&pendances

^g+iM
ia\d -lqol2,

meter. This implies that:

biophysical flelds learning.

complex permittivity culture medium with losses
b = d - je" wils suggested to use the coaxial line filled loy
culture medium in idly regime. The advantage of this
approache against the well-known t3l consists in the

=

where Ag and Ab are differences of the active and
reactive parts of the input conductivity accordingly,
ot = 2rf - frequency, Co - capacity of coaxial line per unit

upon the biological tissues are the transformation processes
of the power of electromagnetic waves into kinetic energy

of the absorbing molecules causing heating of the medium
in general. The distribution of the electromagnetic fields
which produce heating depends on the whole at the
frequency and configuration of the electrodes. The
penetration depth of RF radiation depends on the dielectric
parametres of the tissue studied in detail at the range of 1050 MHz under [1]. Under [2] it is shown that pratically all
energy at 13.56, 27 .12,40.68 MI{z are penetrating wihtout
noticeable losses through the fat layers into muscle fibres

=Yr-Yx

Lg

where Zo and p are wave resistance and propagation
constant for the line filled by air accordinly,
)
Z, = 't/
input impedance of the line merged in the

/brthit-

phantom. Taking into account that under the conductivity
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oF =0.612
freqnency

t%

27

and permittivity sr

.lZ MHz the meaning

=ll3 for the

is ?'f
z'0

O'<< I

'

Thus, the input impedance of the given applicators' system
is equal approximately to 2* o7r+iaLo, where Ie -

.E

N

indrctivity per unit meter of the coaxial line. In the case of
fm{Zr\ = iaLo, the input impedance is becoming purely
active. The carried out calculatios and experiments had
shown that under the length of line merged into the depth
71 mm of the phantom the reactive part passes over zero

but doesn,t exceed

logf.o

of active part z N withing

E

the

range of the freqtrencies 10-50 MHz.
is presents the opporttrnity to use any wide-bnd
resistance convertor matching inprt impedance of the
the
applicators system with high level accuracy

10

lt

in

indicated range of frequencies.
RESIJLTS

The phantom allowing to measure the distrib'ution of
electromagnetig fields and fields of heating effects at the
range TOISO iHz was developed. Had been developed
tecf,niques for the measurement of electrical parameters in
different dielectrical culture medium. For example, these

can be used as an express method for moisure
measurement of the prodtrcts. Figure L showing the
calculation data of input im@ance of the applicators
system in the given range of the frequencies'
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Figure

l.

?*rnurt

Dependance

Y,

MHf

so

of inptrt im@ance of the

afrlicators system from the frequencies' 1-) - really
aititne part of inprt impedance of the applicator system,
C - -) - suggestedpart of input impedance'
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